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LEAD AGGREGATION

Live dinner seminars and workshops might be here to stay for the financial world but 
the ways in which they are marketed are changing, along with media consumption and 
consumerism. Since the beginning of “modern dinner seminars”, about 30 years ago, 
advisories relied on mailers to promote them.  

Despite unprecedented technological advancements, many advisories 
use this exact process today, and wonder why returns are diminishing.  
Here’s why:

Advisor bought mailer list
Invitations were on printing press
Mailman delivered invitation
Hope someone opens it
A portion of the people would respond 

Lists are expensive
The data is modeled and unreliable
Internet privacy laws are making it difficult to obtain
The data is used by multiple competitors in your own market
Long turn-around process
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THERE IS A BETTER WAY - AND WE CAN PROVE IT!

We’ve tracked media and buying patterns of the “financial consumer” over many years 
via thousands of data points, and have metrics that tell an inspiring story. Applying 
digital to a mail campaign can lead to far more effective results, and ultimately replace 
that expense altogether.  

Create your own first party database that you own

Dynamically market your firm & events via Facebook, LinkedIn, remarketing, & 
banner ads

Brand your firm to thousands of potential clients in the process

Get immediate insight regarding WHO is engaging and HOW

Deliver email or text messages to your OWNED database on your terms for free

TRACK THE AMOUNT 
OF PEOPLE YOU REACH

COLLECT PROSPECT DATA WITH 
AN ONLINE SUBMIT FORM

INSTANTLY BUILD YOUR OWN DATABASE
Name, contact Info, Wealth status 

CONVERT TO EVENT 
BUYING UNITS 

CONVERT TO 
APPOINTMENTS 

NURTURE 
Email, Text, Call 

REACH PEOPLE WHEN 
THEY’RE ACTIVE ONLINE
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Below are the average result metrics based on three years of executing and tracking 
live event campaigns for advisories across the US. Like all advertising, results vary from 
event to event, and from market to market However, the range is generally within 25% 
(above and below) of the averages. There is one important variable: Time.

We have applied our empirical lead-cost metrics to a budget of $5,000, which 
represents an average digital monthly budget for an event.  

Cost per lead: $50
Cost Per Buying Unit: $166
Cost Per Appointment Booked: $333
Cost Per Appointment Kept: $555

This chart represents the “immediate result” by month amortized
over 12 months, or direct leads to events via digital campaign.

THE TIME to allow “digital learning” to take place, which allows us to hone 
in on the best target filters to achieve peak performance for immediate 
response (to fill seats). Usually within 2-3 campaigns.

THE TIME to nurture all respondents in order to achieve residual, ongoing 
results. This includes consistent email and text nurturing. Generally, 
about 10%-15% of all respondents that did not confirm to attend the 
promoted event will convert to an appointment within 1 year. 

LEAD AGGREGATION

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL

Cost $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $60k

Total Leads 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1200

Buying Units 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 360

Booked Appts 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 180

Kept Appts 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Avg. Impressions 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 840,000
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You might say, “The 91 left-over leads are questionable because they failed to book 
initially.” But it’s important to understand exactly HOW people journey through the 
sales process. We need to market ‘on their terms’ today more than ever because 
people are starved for time, there are more distractions than ever, and people have 
more choices than ever. The good news is that based on our empirical evidence, over 
10% of the “leftovers” who did not previously act will either book an appointment, or 
attend a seminar within the next 12 months via nurturing.    

It’s also important to have realistic expectations in regard to data outcomes...and 
particularly digital data. When compared to the efficacy of “mail house” returns of 
UNDER 1%, 10% is a vast improvement.   

This chart represents the leads “left in the pool” that have
been generated that are put into a nurturing sequence.

LEADS LEFT IN THE POOL

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL

Cost $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $5k $60k

Total Leads 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1200

Buying Units 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 360

Booked Appts 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 180

Kept Appts 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 108

Avg. Impressions 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 70k 840,000

Leads Left In Pool 91 182 273 364 455 546 637 728 819 910 1,001 1,092 1,092

Kept Apts Via email 
& text Nurture

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 60

Event Via email 
and text Nurture

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 60

The “LEADS LEFT IN POOL” are all of the respondents who have registered 
via an online ad but have not had a face to face appointment due to: 

     Did not book an appointment while at seminar
     Booked appointment at seminar but did not keep it
     Did not respond to caller confirmation
     Unqualified
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Annual Stats on Leftovers (based on the above scenario):

Based on a $5,000 per month digital campaign plus email/text nurturing for 12-months:

Total leftovers: 1,092

Let’s now reconsider the conversion and amortization of the “leads left in the pool”. Via email 
and text nurturing a large percentage will be converted to appointments. Of the 91 “leftover” 
leads per month, our data shows that about 10 of them are converted over time to either an 
appointment or a future live event. Over the course of 12-months, 120 additional leads have 
proven to convert. These are leads that you own, and remain low in the funnel.  

Based on the converted “leftover” leads, our data shows that half will book appointments and 
half will go to a future event. And based on those who attend a future event, a portion will book 
appointments. Our data shows that about half will be converted straight to appointments and 
half will go to a future event.  

The closing ratio of the above “kept appointments” is up the individual advisor’s abilities.  

Digital “Event” marketing as well as a tandem, and ongoing nurturing campaign is proven to be 
far more effective than “the old way” of modeled/shared lists, and paper invitations delivered 
by mail.  

Converted to kept appointments: 20

THE REAL DIFFERENCCE

Converted to Kept Appointments: 60
Converted to event attendees: 60

Investment: $60,000
Total initial leads: 1,200
Total initial kept appointments: 108
Residual leads via nurturing: 1,092
Residual kept appointments: 80 
Grand Total kept appointments: 188
Online marketing impressions: 840,000

Net additional Kept Appointments: 80

SUMMATION
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